Geneva, June 29, 2022 - The UN
agency that runs schools for
Palestinians announced to donor states
yesterday that it has just placed six
employees on administrative leave
after a report on Thursday by UN
Watch exposed UNRWA teachers who
publicly call to murder Jews.
"Teachers who call to murder Jews
must be barred from the classroom for
life, while these temporary
suspensions are just a slap on the
wrist," said Hillel Neuer, executive
director of UN Watch, an independent
non-governmental organization based
in Geneva.
"UNRWA is trying to pretend the
problem is now gone, while at the
same time signaling to Palestinian
staff - and to terrorist organizations
like Islamic Jihad which pressed
UNRWA to reject the UN Watch report
- that they don't really object to the
virulent antisemitism of their teachers,
which UNRWA and its donors know
pervades the agency," said Neuer.
"We have now exposed more than
120 UNRWA teachers and other staff
who praise Hitler, glorify terrorism
and spread antisemitism, and UNRWA
has not given the name of a single one
who has been fired," said Neuer.
As exposed in UN Watch's report,
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visible at: https://unwatch.org/wpcontent/uploads/2022/06/2022R e p o r t - U N RWA s - Te a c h e r s - o f Hate.pdf , UNRWA teacher Hana’a
Daoud in Jordan called on Muslims to
“fight against the Jews and kill them";
UNRWA teacher Elham Mansour in
Lebanon repeatedly called to
"slaughter Zionists"; and UNRWA
computer teacher Nihaya Awad in the
West Bank glorified Hamas rocket
attacks on Israeli civilians.
Nevertheless, the suspensions
provoked a sharp response from
Palestinian groups, which falsely

portrayed the teachers' open calls to
s lau g h ter J ew s as " in s tillin g
Palestinian national pride."
A coalition that includes the PA,
Hamas and the Islamic Jihad, known
as the Joint Committee for Palestinian
Refugees, has called on UNRWA "to
rescind its procedure of suspending six
employees, and not to respond to USIsraeli pressures and dictates."
In an additional statement, Walid AlAwad, head of the Palestinian National
Council’s refugee committee, said
UNRWA’s suspension of six teachers
was "unacceptable and must be

dropped immediately."
He described the decision as
"dangerous" because it "aims to
extract the teacher from the heart of the
cause of his people."
Likewise, the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, designated as
a terrorist organization by the United
States, Canada and the European
Union, demanded the teachers'
suspensions be reversed.
"The UNRWA administration's
reliance on a report issued by UN
Watch to take these measures confirms
its complicity and identification with
the state of incitement practiced by the
Israeli occupation against the
Palestinian people, especially the
employees, just because they are
biased towards their cause, and
express their adherence to national
principles and rights on social network
pages and websites, and participate in
various national events and activities."
"Our people will not in any way
allow this decision to be implemented,
and it will respond with full force to the
administration's acquiescence to
Zionist pressure and incitement," said
the PFLP.
UNRWA has refused to provide even
minimal transparency as to which of
the perpetrators it has suspended.

